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Gaillard Elected Editor Of 1951 Yearbook
r

Tiger Brotherhood Elects
Outstanding Members

Bowman, Key, And Rabon Named To Fill
Positions By Retiring Senior TAPS Staff

Head 1951 Taps
GAILLARD

William H. D. Gaillard, arts and sciences junior of Florence, was named editor of the 1951 edition of TAPS, college
yearbook, at a meeting of the present Senior TAPS staff this
week.

♦

Nine Students And
2 Honorary Members
Named To Fraternity
Nine students and two honorary members were elected
for membership in Tiger
Brotherhood, campus honorary leadership fraternity. Informal initiation is underway
this week, and one stage of
the formal degree was bestowed upon the initiates at a
meeting of the organization
Wednesday night. The second
formal degree will begin after the Easter holidays.
The student pledges are Hassell
A. Simpson, arts and sciences
junior of Gray Court; Decimus
Barbot, electrical engineering junior of Florence; William T. Ashley, pre med senior of Pikeville,
Ky.; William J. Rabon, architectural junior of Florence; and R.
M. Prince, agricultural engineering junior of Lynchburg.
Also David H. Witt, textile engineering * junior of Swansea;
Maxie Burch, arts and sciences
junior of Florence; J. A. Mims,
mechenical engineering sophomore of Florence; and K. R. Craig,
architectural junior of Greenville.
The two honorary members
elected were Professor Frank A.
Burtner, associate professor of sociology, and David J. Watson,
superintendent of buildings and
grounds for the college.
Officers of the Tiger Brotherhood are Arthur Banks, president;
Bill Darby, vice-president; W. P.
Roberts, secretary; and Jimmy
Cushman, secretary.
Officers for the present school
year will be elected this week.

Annual Senior Day
Be Held April 20
Clemson's annual Senior Day
will be held on Thursday, April
20. The all-day affair will feature a barbecue and a square
dance, and all seniors will be excused from classes to attend the
festivities. Dates will be furnished for all seniors desiring
them, and cards will be mailed
on Monday requesting that information.
Plans have been made for various activities which will be held
in the stadium. A large crowd
attended last year's affair, and an
even larger one is expected to
participate in the 1950 fun.
Various contests will be staged.
Some of these are the selection of
a senior for the biggest feet, married senior with the most children,
fattest senior, senior with the
Daldest head, shortest and tallest
contestants, man with the worst
case of "combat fatigue," the biggest "apple polisher," and prettiest senior.
Everyone will be encouraged to
wear overalls to the square dance,
and a prize will be awarded for
the "tackiest" dancer.

Baptist Choir To
Give Easter Music
Easter music will be presented
by the choir of the Clemson College Baptist Church this next Sunday, April 2nd, at 11:30 a. m.
under the direction of Mrs. C. L.
Morgan, with Mrs. K. R. Helton
as organist. Isabelle Ritter's
"Seven Last Word's" will be the
chief element of the musical service of worship. Following the
customary order of worship of
hymn and prayer, the congregation will use the words of Christ
on the cross as sung by the choir
as the vehicle of worship.
The climax of the service will
come with the singing of Stainer's
"Gor God so Loved The World"
which comes as the highpoint of
the observance of the Lord's Supper. Dr. Aaron Rutledge, Furman professor filling the Baptist
pulpit temporarily, will preside at
the observance of the memorial
symbol of Christ's sacrifice.
The deacons of the church will
'assist in the service of the supper.
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He served on the sports section
of this year's publication as a
member of the Junior staff. Gaillard is a member of Tiger Brotherhood, Calhoun Forensic Society,
YMCA Cabinet, and the Canterbury Club. He will assume duties
of editor next semester.
Anthony K. Bowman, civil enCharles R. Clegg, Clemson graduate and President of the North gineering sophomore of Sumter,
Georgia Vocational
School at will serve as business manager
Clarksville, Georgia, will become of the book. He served on the
the new president of the Young
Harris College at an induction 1950 Senior staff as advertising
ceremony to be held on June 9, manager. Bowman is a member
1950.
of Tiger Brotherhood, Sophomore
The announcement was*made by Y Council, and the American Sothe Board of Trustees of the colciety of Civil Engineers.
lege in Young Harris' and the
Associate editor will be James
State Board of Education in AtT. Key, electrical engineering
lanta.
An alumnus of Young Harris, sophomore of Columbia. He is
Mr. Clegg worked ' his way a member of the Radio Club and
through school as a member of Al'pha Phi Omega.
the famous "Working Gang" and
William J. Rabon, architectural
received his BS Degree from
junior of Marion, was elected to
Clemson in 1940.
He was principal of the Unadil- the post of designer. He is a
la High School from 1927 to 1934. member of Calhotm Forensic SoSince that time, he has supervised ciety and serves as secretary of
CCC Camp activities over the
Southern States and was director the Junior Y CwmcH.
Other positions on the Senior
of North Georgia Trade School
for seven years.
staff will be fined by John F.
During his term as director of Hare, mechanical engineering junthe Trade School, facilities were ior of Lake Wales, Florida, who
more than doubled, and 1,400 boys
completed their training for skill- will serve as classes editor; T. B.
CHAPLIN
GARDNER
RAYBON
Nine students and two honorary members were recently selected
Gardner, agricultural economics
ed jobs.
for membership in Tiger Brotherhood. The pledges are currently
Mr. Clegg is District Governor junior of Mullins, feature editor;
undergoing informal initiation, and will undergo final stages of
of Lions, and is active in the D. L. Milling, civil engineering
formal initiation after Easter. First row, left to right, are: Kirk
Methodist Church, Boy Scout freshman of Haddonfield, N. J.,
Craig, Bill Rabon, and Decimus Barbot. Seeond row, left to right,
work and Masons.
are: Bob Prince, Hassell Simpson, David Witt, ,and Bill Ashley.
sports editor.
Absent when the picture was made were Maxcy Burch, J. AAlso elected were F. J. HolMims, and the two honorary members, Prof. F. A. Burtner, and
combe, agricultural sophomore of
Mr. D. J. Watson.
Summit, N. J., Advertising manager; W. R. Mattoxt arts and
Members of the senior class
sciences junior of Columbia, miliCAMPUS POLITICS
who have not ordered caps and
tary editor; and Henry Chaplin,
gowns and invitations will have
Dr. M. A. Owings, professor of agricultural junior of Neeses, chief
another opptrtunity to place their English at Clemson, will attend a photographer; Johnny Nowell,
orders on April 3 and 4. The or- meeting of the South Carolina textile manufacturing junior of
ders will be taken in the Guard Education Association tomorrow Charleston, assistant photographer
in Columbia. He will submit a and L. G. Trimmier, animal husRoom after dinner and supper.
of a class of 392 Seniors, report to the English division of bandry freshman of Bedford, Pa.,
Clemson's proposed student body constitution was rati- 290Out
also assistant protographer.
have ordered invitations, and the group.
Nominations for Student Body
Plans are underway for the 1950
Dr. Owings, as chairman of the
fied
early
Tuesday*
afternoon.
The
procedure
took
slightly
approximately
325
have
ordered
officers will be held Tuesday,
Piedmont Workshop in English, TAPS to be distributed to students
caps and gowns.
less
than
two
days.
The
student
approved
document
can
April 4 in a mass meeting at the
an organization concerned with during the early part of May. The
not be considered official until it is read at a meeting of the
college auditorium. The nomithe problems of standardizing Clemson yearbook has won the
English requirements in public rating of AR-American since 1940.
nations and subsequent elections
Board of Trustees.
schools,
will make suggestions as This rating is given annually by
The Clemson branch of the
will be governed by the new, and
Dr. R. F. Poole withheld his ap-»
'
'
to methods of English instruction the Collegiate Press Association,
as yet unapproved, constitution American Society o;f_ Agricultural j provai on the constitution on only
which will aid students when a national organization assisting
which was recently presented to Engineers recently initiated one point, the powers granted to
college publications.
they attend college.
seventeen new members into the
The Clemson Methodist Church
the student body for ratification. club.
the
Senior
Council
which
conflict
Students of sophomore
Choir will present a Lenten canNominations for a President, standing or higher, majoring in with the powers granted the Miltata, "The Triumph of the Cross"
Vice-President, Secretary and agricultural engineering, are eligi- itary Department by the College.
.by H. Alexander Matthews, SunMr.
S.
C.
Stribling,
agricultural
Dr. Poole gave his consent to I editor of Clemson College, spoke day morning at 11:30 o'clock.
Treasurer will be initiated from ble for membership.
New members are T. C. Hux*
the floor of the meeting. Juniors ford of Bonneau; M. V. Ritter of the plan of running the forthcom- to Professor J. D. Lane's section This will be the worship service
for Palm Sunday.
and seniors with cumulative grade Hickory, N. C; T. W. Nunnery ing nominations and elections as of English 300, a course for stuThe choir is to be directed by
stipulated in the new document, j
point ratios of 2.5 will be eligible of Edgemoor; E. R. Knight of
Sigma Tau Epsilon, honor fraThe President's1 approval of the j dents working on school publica- Mr. C. H. Watson with Mrs. Ed
for nomination. The constitution Cheraw; -N. E. Woodward of Clem- entire constitution is expected tions, on Monday, March 27.
Freeman as organist. Soloists will
ternity of the School of Arts and
be: Mrs. Tom Reid, soprano; Mrs.
Sciences, held its formal initiation
states, however, that in the case son; H. S. Joyce; H. H. Wheless of after the Board of Trustees has
Mr.' Stribling graduated from Ralph Jones, alto; Mr. Watson,
Thomaston, Ga.; and W. A. Jones corrected the conflict.
of new members Friday night,
of juniors, no one will be con- of Clemson.
Clemson in 1916 with a BS in tenor; Mr. John T). Lane, bariMarch 24 with a steak supper at
sidered for election who will not
agronomy. He served as princi- tone; and Mr. Jack Padgett, bass.
Also T. A. Hawhins of GreenTable Rock State Park.
be a senior by February subse- wood; E. D. Hastings of Norfolk,
ple of the Gaffney schools until
The members of the' choir are:
The purpose of the organization
quent to his election.
Captain
Taliaferro
B.
Robert1917.
He
then
went
to
Castle
Dean
Brown
Attends
Va.; H. D. Vaigneur of Ridgeland;
Sopranos—Mrs. J. B. Rilchardson,
Heights Military Academy in Leb- Mrs. W. B. Williams, Mrs. Tom son, brother of Mrs. N. H. Alfred is to establish and develop high
After nominations are closed a A. C. Carroll of Florence; S. D.
| anon, Tenn., where he taught Reid, Miss Joanne McNatt, Miss of Greenville, and a graduate of standards of scholarship, characsecret ballot will be held and the Tyson %t Lumberton, N. C; J. F. Florida Cotton Meet
ter, and a spirit of. fellowship
| agriculture and biology, and he June Henry, and Miss Burgess
two students gaining, the most Craig of Pickens; F. E. Nolte of
Clemson College, died in the Ma- among its members; to create and
votes will be eligible for election. Charleston; C. G. Brandey of For- | Dr- Hu§h M- Brown, dean of also served as commandant of the Williams;
ne
rine Hospital at Staten Island, N. bind together a body of outstandClemson textile school, is at- school.
General elections will be held on > rest City, N. Cr and L H Witt ! *Altos—Mrs. Ralph Jones, Mrs.
ing men who by scholarly attaintending the annual convention
April 17 and the polls will be I 0f Swansea.
Mr. Stribling served as county G. G. Henry, Mrs. Victor Hurst, Y., Friday morning, March 24.
of the American Cotton Manu- agent of Cherokee County for 29 Mrs. Ralph Wilson, and Mrs. E. ' He died after being stricken ment, faithful service and mainopen from 8:30 a. m. until 7:00 j
.
tenance of ethical ideals and prinfacturer's Institute in Palm Beach, years, and he came to his pres- Wannamaker;
p. m. All students are eligible
during a voyage to the Far East ciples have achieved distinction
to vote.
Senior Class Meeting Florida, from March 30 until April ent job at Clemson in 1947.
Tenors—Mrs. C. H. Watson, Mr. as captain of the African Sun. and are capable of honoring
1.
later than April 13.
He explained to the class what John D. Lane, Mr. David Witt,
He had been affiliated with vari- achievement in others and of
This election will create a com- Set For Monday Night
The convention will be held at j was involved in obtaining publici- and Mr. Louis Henry;
mittee of officers never before in
the Palm Beach Biltmore Hotel.
ty #5r the Agricultural ExperiBass— Dr. Victor Hurst, Mr. ous steamship and passenger lines t commending all worthy deeds.
A meeting of the senior class
The new members elected to
force on Clemson's campus. It
Dr. Brown, accompanied by his ment Station,
Walter McRae, Mr. Jack Padgett, as master and captain for a numwill be the duty of this commit- will be held in the College Chapel, wife, left for the conention yesHe also presented a booklet on Mr. Charles Davis and Mr. John ber of years. He was at one time the fraternity were D. T. Angley,
arts and sciences senior of Clemtee to call meetings of the stu- Monday evening, April 3, at 6:45. terday.
| sweet potatoes which the depart- Moore.
a member of the faculty of Clem- son; R. A. Branham, industrial
The purpose of the meeting is
dent body when deemed necesMr. John T. Wigington, director | ment made for presentation at
The public is cordially invited son College.
to discuss the Senior class project of the ACMI office at Clemson, i last year's meeting of the editors to attend this service.
physics junior of Columbia; D. C.
sary.
He served during World War I Brock, arts and sciences junior of
The president and vice-presi- and Senior day, according to Dan [and Mrs. Wigington will also at-I of Land Grant Colleges held at
| tend the convention.
I Cornell University.
dent of the student body shall be May,, president of the class.
as a junior lieutenant in the Navy Clemson; R. K. Frick, industrial
ex-officers of the Assembly of
Clemson Professors
and during World War II as a physics senior of Spartanburg; W.
N. Gnann, arts and sciences junStudent Representatives, which is
master in the maritime service. ior of Ridgeland; M. A. Legette,
a legislative body with represenTo
Attend
Math
Meet
He received commendations from industrial physics junior of Floral
tatives of the class plus men from
various campus organizations. The
Several men from the Clemson the War Shipping Administration Park, N. Y.; W. H. McGregor, arts
and sciences junior of Greenville:
committee of student body offimathematics department are plan- for his World War II services.
writer of fiction.
cers will have veto power over
these are Wright Bryan, editor of ning to attend a meeting of the
On his last voyage in January, A. H. Schaufelberger, arts and
sciences junior of E. Islip, N. Y.:
any legislation passed by this
Manuscripts may be jaurnalis- the Atlanta Journal; Harry Ash- Mathematical Association of
he received praise for having per- and A. L. Thompson, industrial
body.
,
tic works, belles letters, poetry, or more, editor of the Little Rock America at Gainesville, Florida,
sonally effected the rescue of a prysics junior of Anderson.
Later meetings will be held
other types of literature, except (Arkansas) Gazette; J. B. Hall, April 7 and 8.
Honorary members elected from
crew
member rather than risking
to elect class officers. There will
academic themes or "term pa- editor of the Anderson Daily
Attending will be John W. Labe a meeting of the Sophomore
pers." Compositions taken from Mail; Earl Mazo, news staff of the Grone, associate professor of lives of other members of his the faculty were Professor C. E.
Kirkwood, associate professor of
class, Thursday night, April 13;
publications must be mounted on New York Herald Tribune; and mathematics; Dr. D. C. Sheldon, crew in the dangerous rescue.
mathematics, Professor J. K. Wilthe Junior class, Monday night,
standard-sized sheets of white pa- the late Ben Robertson, World head of the mathematics departCaptain
Robertson
is
survived
liams, assistant professor of hisApril 17; and the Senior class,
per.
War II foreign correspondent, au- ment; C. E. Kirkwood, Jr., assoTuesday night, April 18.
While any number of articles thor of three books and numerous ciate professor of mathematics; J. by four sisters, Mrs. T. P. Aber- tory, and Dr. C. A. Reed, associate
According to information recently received manuscripts may may be submitted a minimum of articles appearing in Saturday C. Harden, Jr., instructor in math- nathy of Charlottesville, Va., Mrs. professor of physics..
The informal initiation for the
ematics; and R. B. Johnson, in- J. C. Carey Jessup of Jacksonville,
now be submitted for entrance in- two is recommended for longer Evening Post.
* * *
Those desiring further infor- structor in mathematics.
to Gamma Alpha Mu, honor Eng- works such as short stories; howFla., Mrs. E. D. Shivers of Marion, new members began on March 20
Also, B. T. Wade, instructor in Ala., and Mrs. Alford of Green- and ended March 24, with the forlish fraternity for writers. They ever, it may be desireable to sub- mation may contact Professor
NOTICE
mal initiation. Immediately folmathematics; E. L. Stanley, asmay be turned in to Professor mit as many as five or more news- Lane or Charles Kennemore.
It has been requested that all John D. Lane, Room 31, Main paper stories, depending upon the
No closing date for the entry sistant professor of mathematics; ville. Mrs. Alford had been in lowing the steak supper the new
length.
of manuscripts have been an- R. F. Nowack, instructor in math- New York with him during his members went through the forstudents enter all baseball con- Building.
mal initiation which lasted for a
Gamma Alpha Mu was organ- nounced, but all interested persons ematics; L. H. Potter, instructor in illness.
Membership in Gamma Alpha
tests from the street entrance Mu is determined solely on the ized in 1934 under the direction are urged to turn in their work mathematics; P. >L. Armstrong,
Interment was in the University little more than an hour. Chef for
and not by way of the track.
recommendation of Octavus Roy of Professor Lane. Since its be- as soon as possible. The closing assistant professor of mathema- of Virginia cemetery at Charlot- the occasion was Dr. F. M. KinCohen, former Clemson student ginning it has had approximately date will be announced later in tics; and N. R. Bryan, associate tesville, Va., Monday afternoon at ard, Dean of the Arts and Sciences
Department,
3:00 p. m.
•professor of mathematics.
and now a nationally known eighty-five members. Among The Tiger.

Clemson Grad Will
Become President
Of Ga. College

Gowns And
Constitution Is Ratified In Caps,
Invitations May Be
To Attend
Record Time By Students Ordered April 3-4 Owings
Education Meet

Student Body Elections April 4; To Be
Governed By Rules Of New Constitution

Document Must Be Read At Meeting
Of Trustees Before It Is Official

Ag Engineers Tap
17 Men To Group

Stribling Speaks
To English Class

Methodist Church
Presents Cantata

Sigma Tau Epsilon Elects Twelve;
Formal Initiation At Stale Park
Clemson Grad.
Dies In New York

Submit Gamma Alpha Nu Manuscripts
Membership Open In
Writer's Fraternity,
Says English Prof

• * *
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By Hassell A. Simpson
The problem of what to do around Clemson
on Sunday afternoon is one of long standing.
Some ambitious guys study; some listen to
the radio or write letters; the majority, I be- '
lieve, sleep. The problem is now being met.
The Concert Committee has arranged, in
addition to the major concerts, a series of
Sunday afternoon concerts to supplement
the .larger, more expensive musical presentations and, as I said, to give the troops an opportunity to improve their lonesome campus
weekends.
Last Sunday, some four or five hundred
people, students, faculty, and visitors, heard'
the St. Louis Sinfonietta in what most people
called "a fine concert." Perhaps their appreciation was a direct result of the fact that
the concert was free; perhaps it stemmed
from the rather informal nature of the affair.
At any rate, the audience was very appreciative. The Concert Committee, laboring to
raise Clemson's cultural standards, has
scored again.

Jake Clanton
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News Editor

Sports Editor
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Every Student Should Attend

'RAY FOR THE CONSTITUTION!

Nominating Meeting Tuesday
Every student at Clemson should feel that it is his duty
to attend the meeting of the student body in the College Chapel on Tuesday, April 4. This meeting will be a nominating
convention in which two men for the office of president of
the student body and two men for vice-president will be nominated. These are very important positions to be filled, and
only men who are capable of helping to express the opinion
of the entire Clemson student body should be nominated.
Noticeable in the past has been a very definite lack of
interest in meetings of this type. Only a handful of students
have had the initiative and interest to attend and try to select men for class offices. Everyone has been demanding
student government for a long time. Now is the chance to
show that the expressed desires have been meant and not
just a topic for conversation. One of the policies has been
that students who do not attend are the ones who gripe the
loudest.
■ No student has the right to express an opinion in a matter like this unless he actually had a hand in selecting individuals, and then if he did not make the correct selections, he
still should not gripe because what happened came about
through a direct fault of his. Many good men have been selected by the few students who have attended in the past.
Students for such important positions should possess qualities of leadership, and should not be selected on personality
alone. Attend this meeting. Make certain that men who
you think are worthy of such a task are nominated.

Board Of Trustees Must Iron
OiA Difficulties In Constitution
The student body has ratified the proposed constitution
which was submitted by the Senior Council. This action on
the part of the students took only two day's and shows that
everyone knows that we were in need' of a change in our
governing' document.
This column stated a week ago that there was no doubt
that Dr. Poole would approve the new document, but that
statement has proved to be slightly in error. There is one
point to be cleared before the President can allow the constitution to become official.
There is one passage in the new constitution which causes
a conflict between the Senior Council and the Military Department. This point will be brought up by the President
at the next meeting of the Board of Trustees and ironed out.
The rest of the document meets with the approval of
Dr. Poole, and he has given his consent to the plan of holding
the next nominations and elections as set down in the new
set of rules.
The Senior Council and all the committees responsible
fear the existance of the new constitution are to be commended.

Senior Class Is Considering One
Worthyf Far-Raching Project

Talk of the Town

The Wisdom Of The Ancients; Much
Ado About Nothing; Senior Day And..
By Charles Kennemore
In my many, many years of attending various and sundry schools I have always heard
how smart- the ancient Egyptians and Greeks
were. On the balmy, beautiful days that
we have been having I often cease to actively
doubt and start believing, especially some
of these stories.
We start our new year in the middle of
winter, in the cold and dampness, in the
midst of the year's drearest season. But as
I get it these Egyptians and Greeks must
have been on the ball; they started the new
year in what we now know as March. What
could be more appropriate? The poet might
effectively describe this season as a time
when the world is born anew. Even those
of us that are not poetically inclined cannot
help but be affected by this change, by the
freshness and feeling of bursting with vitality that seems to surround us. This is the
time for "spring fever", the time that proverbially starts youth to thinking of love and
beer and other of the finer things of life.

gage in hazing, and any such student
who shall participate therein shall be
subject to expulsion, suspension, or to
such discipline as the Board of Trustees
or Faculty shall provide.
"The Board of Trustees or Faculty of
the several colleges in the State are hereby authorized and directed to formulate
and issue such rules and regulations as
may be deamed necessary to carry out
the provisions of the Act, and to enforce
the same.
"All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent p
with the provisions of this Act are hereby repealed."

After years of quibbling, after months of
delay, after weeks of hard work by the Senior
Council, the Constitution Committees, and
the Constitutional Convention, the student
body has almost within its grasp, what
seems to be a workable constitution.
Already ratified by the students, it lacks
only the approval of the Board of Trustees.
Embodied in this document are provisions
for a completely organized student body, for
newer student powers in discipline, and for
new freedom for the student in securing justice as far as the judicial body is concerned.
This constitution can do a great deal of
good for us. We must not abuse our opportunity! We must constantly keep in mind
the fact that we hold these privileges only
insofar as we can prove ourselves worthy of

the responsibilities.
MORE POLITICS?
Of course, the constitution as it now stands
opens up a vast new field of unexploited political territory. Campus politicians will be
quick to recognize its possibilities as far as
personal glorification is concerned.
I only hope that the new regime will keep
its nose relatively clean along the lines of
dirty politics and power-mad office-seekers.
Some mistakes will be made; they always
are. Nevertheless, those in office can strive
to keep these to a minimum, and work for
what Charles Kennemore calls in his trite
way, "a bigger and better Clemson."
LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT
Men who work nights at the Engine House,
namely the architecture students, have a
complaint to register.
They have had said
complaint for quite some time now, and
doubtless they always will. Their problem
is that of groping their way to and from Riggs
Hall when there is no moon to guide their
feet. There are no lights along the walks
from the barracks to Riggs, and the evening
visitor to the third floor is apt to wind up
with bumps and bruises, to say nothing of
broken bones.
The administration can, or will, do nothing about the situation. It's been called to
their* attention often enough.
Maybe it's up to the students to do something. A senior class project? There are
any number of places on the campus which
are really in need of some sort of illumination.
HAVE YOU NOTICED?
... the magnificent azaleas in bloom just
beyond the library? Also the dogwood.
... that the ice cream made by the dairy
department is just about the best to be
had?

Don't Get Me Wrong, But....

Club Initiations Are Fun The First
Day, But Get Boring After A Week
By Bill Chamness

I make no further' comments at the mo
Some weeks ago I was sharply put in my self—least of all, me.
ment What do some of you guys have to humble placGj had my intelligence questionI will also go on record as saying that the
say?
ed, and all but told to go crawl under a rock paddling didn't hurt too much. Nobody was
on account of some observations I bravely trying to draw blood, nor did anyone lose a
BUSY DAYS AND THE RETURN
made on a subject so dear to the hearts of friend on account of overtaxing our tempers.
OF POLITICS
some, that of chastizement.
The principal objection I have to the setup
The next few weeks are going to be hectic
It was called to my attention that being a is that initiations of that sort are undignified
any busy ones. There will be plenty of tests calloused, ignorant, lazy, rabble-rousing vetto the point of being ridiculous, and I, for
and many meetings of various groups. Among eran, I knew nothing of the situation. After one, am of the opinion that the organizations
No, no, even I am not advocating that
these will be meetings to nominate student so many vigorous rebuttals from the negawe change our New Year date! I was
lose face thereby.
body officers. Everyone will be intersted in tive I was the least bit tempted to agree with
just sorta musing on the typewriter.
The Minarets is an honorary fraternity, my
getting ready to take a few days off at home, the other team.
But to more serious and controversial (and,
election notwithstanding, and I can't underbut let's not overlook these things.
as some will say, therefore more pleasant to
This week, however, I know whereof I stand why the indoctrinations aren't made to
me) subjects . . .
speak. The day of reckoning came. I have indicate as much.
After the holidays it will be much the
been baptized by paddles. I have turned to- • I am sure that I would feel just as much a
same for awhile. We all want the best
_.. LAWMAKERS—BY THEIR WORD
ward Mecca and praised more Allahs than member of the Minarets if all that was rewe can get for student officers next year,
the staunchest of Hindus do in a lifetime. I quired of me was to bear a plaque and carry
but
we
cannot
have
these
without
the
I have had some comments on the scribhave stood before my peers clothed in the a box of goodies for the "sahibs." I wouldn't
wholehearted
support
and
cooperation
of
lings I released last week. I was told by
makeshift garb of the Far Easterner and par- object to the initiations at all if I thought for
the students.
several eminent students that, regardless of
ticipated in antics that would make a Shrin- a moment that anyone was thoroughly enhow they personally felt, it was none of my
Let's, get behind these nominations and er's convention seem like a Bird-Watchers
joying himself by watching grown men actbloody business as far as the Tiger Brotherelections and "whoop" up some interest and tga party by comparison.
hood initiation was concerned. In this they
ing like Hi-Y youngsters.
T uge the Minaret initiation only as an exare positively and indupitably correct, IF on- activity. Maybe this will be a good time to
MUSIC FOR THE BOUREGOIS
ly campus bigshots and/or Tiger Brotherhood see some old-fashioned politics blossom 'out ample_ j have the greatest respect for the
Last Sunday's free concert was by far the
members may offer what is personally con- at Clemson. On the whole I am against par- organization as sucn, and it was with the
most
entertaining I have ever attended. They
ty
politics
in
such
as
this,
but
it
seems
to
be
humility
and
appreciation
that
I
beutmost
sidered constructive criticism.
the best, and perhaps the only, way to really came a pledge of that body; and T feel that played music that even uncultured I could
stir up any interest around here.
But, as usual, I can't quite follow this
now that I have gone through the worst of listen to and enjoy.
I had forgotten all about the concert, and
line of reasoning, if it is reasoning.
I
it without so much as a whimper I can critiThe South has always been famous for
was
caught in the main building in my
sorta feel that any student has the right
cize without effrontery.
its political spirit. How about some of
khaki
trousers and sports shirt. At first I
to voice well-intended criticism of ANY
I will even go so far as to admit that the
it at Clemson in these coming weeks?
felt
like
the proverbial red haired step-child
student organization on the campus, and
first couple of days of initiation were fun
until
I
got
inside and heard the Sinfoneitta's
particularly those that are termed leadFor one brief day the "seniors will reign on in a junevile soft of a way. After a week
down
to
earth
renditions of songs that the
ing service groups. An organization
the campus. On Thursday, April 20; another of turbans, bathrobes, paddles, placques and
shortest
of
short-hairs
approved of.
that asks the cooperation of the students
Senior Day affair will take place. Plans boxes it became a little boring to all concernMy
vote
of
confidence
to the Concert Comfor some of their projects should1 not
are being made to offer a little entertainment ed. I couldn't help but notice that during
mittee.
mind a few comments from these same
and a big feed for the men graduating in the last few days no one was enjoying himpeople.
June, August and February. It is hoped that
such action will take the place of the destrucI had my say last week and do not intend
tive activities that have so characterized
to say much more personally about initiaSenior Day in the past. These depredations
tions this week. 'However, I would like to
cost the school, and the student in the long
do a little quoting and so mention what our
run, thousands of dollars, and do much to
by Susan Manning
state lawmakers say.
(Phone 6193)
hurt the name of Clemson and Clemson men.
The point of the following to any indiTentative plans now includes big barhevidual will of course depend upon his defij
,
. j / ,
Gil and Rose Biggs of Milky daughter, Deedee came from opportunity that the American
Legion Auxiliary has provided for
cue, a square dance, no classes required to be Way had a pleasant surprise Greenville for the party.
nition of hazing. Roughly, hazing, as I see
met, and women for the dances furnished. visit from her family in Virginia Richard and Lulu Cothran of us by their "Loan Cabinet" located
it, is any form of bodily or physical punishPecan Street visited in Simpson- in the Methodist Church. Sheets,
(Sorry, but we have been unable to arrange over the week-end.
pillow cases, vaporizers, thermomThe "Mr. and Mrs." class of ville over the weekend.
ment, regardless of how friendly in intent,
for a few kegs of beer to be strategically lo- the Baptist Sunday School enjoy- All the friends of Dan McCoy eters, ice caps and many other
as is used in many of our campus initiations
cated. That should not slow down most in- ed a weenie roast at the home of 127 Jersey Lane will be pleased medical supplies are available for
and as embodied in our present "rat" system.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smith of to know that he is now at home your use. The Church office is
dividuals, though).
Cherry Farms last Saturday af- and is doing nicely after under- open from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. every

The 1950 graduating class is showing the thinking ability
that seniors are supposed to have. The class project is all
but completed, and the foresight shown by the senior class is
a tribute to the members.
The project embraces the idea of each member of the
class buying an insurance policy and pledging' a part of the
dividends to the college. This money will be given to tha
school at the twenty-fifth reunion of the class.
The money will not go into a general fund but will be
spent as the class sees fit. All the members of the class will,
by that time, be better able to determine what the college
... AND I QUOTE ...
needs and more money will be available for the project. From
all points of view, the project deserves the complete support
The following is a law of the State of
of the entire class.
South Carolina, enacted by the State AssemA committee appointed by the President of the class has bly, and reads:
been examining different insurance companies, and this
"Be it enacted by the General Assemcommittee will make a report to the entire class at a meeting
bly of the State of South Carolina: That
in the College Chapel on Monday, April 3, at 6:45.
it shall be unlawful for any student in
All seniors should attend this meeting and give their full
any of the colleges of this State to ensupport to this worthy project
%

Concert Appreciated; Constitution
Poses New Problems; Walks Dark

&KC&IKU$

ternoon.
Mrs. G. O. Watson of Albany,
Ga., has been visiting Easy and
Mary Sapp, the latter's mother,
and grandson, Frank, of Seneca
Road for the past week. We are
glad to say she plans to extend
her visit through Easter.
Baker Scott, 3 year old son of
So how about you seniors giving the boys
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Scott, celeworking on this deal all the help and coop- brated his birthday last week. His

Cost? Just a few cents to help defray
the cost of some sort of identification
badge and to defray part of the cost of
transportation for the girls. That sounds
fair enough to me.

(}cimfitU @ouftU& - - -

going a minor operation at the day; the telephone number is 6153.
Greenville Hospital. He plans to At other times, call Mrs. John
resume his classes in a week or Bregger, 6213.
Prof, and Mrs. Charles McGee,
Mrs. James Cox, and two sons, and Mr. and Mrs. Gus Stewart atCharlie and Chris, of Woodridge tended the Home Show presented
Avenue, left Monday for a week's at Textile Hall in Greenville last
visit with her parents m Chapel week.
Relatives of "Cotton" and Ruby
Hill, N. C.
I want to remind and urge all Landley of Colonial Circle are
the veterans and their wives to visiting with them for a short

aunt, Mrs. Dick Gaftoey and her take advantage of th« splendid time.

eration possible!

I

I
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Weekly News Aged Philosopher
Digest
Makes Predictions
About Education

NATIONAL NEWS
Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, of
Wisconsin, kept up a running bat"That stuff you sold me to grow
"The mid-century finds Amertle with the State Department'
hair is no good; look at the bumps
over his charges that the Depart- ican education in mid-stream. It
on my head."
ment was riddled with Com- must either go back or go ahead,"
Druggist (looking at the bottle):
munists and Red sympathizers. said Dr. Boyd Bode, well known
"Great Scott; I've made a terrible
Ambassador at Large Philip C.
mistake! This is a bust developJessup, who had been character- philosopher, when asked here reer."
ized by Senator McCarthy as hav- cently for his predictions of the^
that he (Oscar) hopes Harold
Wataugan
ing "an unusual affinity with next fifty years in education. AcCommunist causes," made a coun- cording to the 76-year old philos- Furse doesn't "take'in" many of
the troops on this wild business
terattack on the Senator, stating
Like that one? Well, here is
opher the controversy is between tripp to South America.
;
that
the
"false
and
irresponsible"
another one along the same line.
OSCAR SAYS
traditionalism and modern science.
charges
he
had
made
harmed
Clerk:
"Yes,
Sir,
that
medicine
i Joe: "Let ate have some money,
that he (Oscar) is. thrilled to
American foreign relations and "It is a question of whether we
surely is powerful. Best stuff we
Pop."
know that a .certain "crackpot"
showed
a
"shocking
disregard"
for
will cling to aristocratic ideals in journalist knows who he (Oscar)
Sympathy is what one girl ofPoy: "What did you do with have for the liver; makes you pepfers another in exchange for de- our national, interest. Dr. Jessup education, handed down to us by is. Oscar wonders who Hassell A.
that dime I gave you last week?" py."
was supported by Generals Mar- a combination of European tradi- Simpson could be.
Customer: "Well, can you give tails.
Joe: "I spent it."
shall and Eisenhower, both of tion and theology, or whether we
Pop: "What are you dicing . , . me any references? I mean a
whom wrote to him expressing j will follow the ideals set forth by
person who has taken the medikeeping a woman?"
Some girls are afraid of mice. their belief in him in the strong- j Dewey."
Wataugan cine with good results?"
Others have pretty legs.
,
est terms. Secretary of State I Bode, the leading exponent of
Clerk: "Well, there was a man
Acheson stated that his depart-] John Dewey's philosophy of proLocal girl: "Sir, I'll have you living next to us who took the
And finally there is the one" ment welcomed the Senate in-; gressive education in the United
know that I intend to marry a medicine for three years, but he
about a condition that never ex- vestigation of Senator McCarthy's States, is frequently called 'the
died last week."
Carolina man and a gentleman."
ists
around here, but we hear that charges. By the end of the week country's number two man in edCustomer: "Oh, I see."
Cadet: "You can't. That's bigait
does
happen at some of the so- it looked as though things might ucational philosophy. He is curClerk: "But they had to beat
my."
reach a showdown stage soon, rently a lecturer on the faculty of
his liver with a stick for three cial colleges.
with the Senator claiming that a
"It was the intermission at the man '"connected" with the State the University of Florida.
A. C. Gal: "I'll never marry a days before they could kill the
"Youth today is more widely in•Mexican Art Workshop offers
damn thing."
fraternity dance and everybody Department was the top Russian
man who snores.".
formed and more hopelessly be- an opportunity for "summer travel
Wataugan came inside for a rest." •
Mother: "Yes, but be careful
spy in this country and the De- wildered than ever before," he and art study, again this year.
partment vehemently denying the continued. "The next fifty years The tours, one in Mexico and one
accusation.
will see a clarification of the i's- in Europe, have been offered by
President Truman continued his j sues between two theories ^ the association for the past three
vacation at Key West, but while
years.
there he nominated Thomas E. education. Students will be able
By CHARLIE PACE
The European tour, personally
j
to
see
where
the
conflict
lies
and
Murray, New York industrial enguided by a prominent American
If you are one of the many gineer and inventor, to fill the ! makeup their own minds. .
"President Truman shows the painter, is designed for a seven• Preliminary construction work
dial jumpers who unconsciously vacancy on the Atomic Energy
,
Dewey
ethics when he takes the weeks period, and includes visits
has been put under way on Clemdevelopes your wrist muscles by Commission.
1
stand
that
education, health, and to museums and galleries in Holson's new chemistry building. The
turning the lowest megacycle to
General Dwight D. Eisenhower,
land, Belgium, taly and France.
department of Construction and
the highest kilocycle and then in an address at Columbia Uni- security are needed by all citizens
Special feature of the trip is a
in
order
to
better
participate
in
Repair is now in the process of
switching to short, wave in search versity on world peace, said that
two weeks residence in a Northe
community,"
stated
the
propitching, piping and grading in
of a decent musical program to the United States had, disarmed
mandy villa for painting and rec1
order that the Industrial Builders
soothe your relaxed mind, you to an extent that gave him deep fessor.
During the next fifty years, ac- reation.
of Anderson can commence with
can readily understand my plight. concern for its present safety. The
The all inclusive cost of the
the laying of the foundations of
The unrelenting strains of such General stressed universal dis- cording to Bode, the struggle will trip, scheduled by air travel for
Here is the list of books that
be
intensified,
and
willbe
rethe structure.
musical monstrosities as the "Mule armament and a United Nations
July 2, will be $1107. An alternaThe greenhouse, which is lo- have been considered the most Train's Bullwhip" and "Me and with adequately strong police flected in such' issues as whether tive student sailing, via the Cun,, cated on the site of the proposed notable of 1949. Each year the My Love Are Gonna Make-Off power as necessary for a stable or not federal aid should go to ard Line "on June 15, is priced at
parochial schools. But he is conbuilding, will have to be moved Division of Public Libraries of Like the Wild Goose", are per- and enduring peace.
$1187 for a ten-week period.
by the C & R Department before the American Library Association fect examples of the present
Attorney General J. Howard fident that progressive education
The Mexican project covers
will
win
out,
"if
education
conactual construction can begin. C compiles such a list with the aid chaos that fills the ether of the McGrath has ordered a thorough
five weeks of travel, art study,
, & R has also ^contracted to do the
airways bringing untold suffering F. B. I. inquiry into charges that tinues to be effective.
and sight seeing. This, tour, don"In 1900 no one asked, 'Where ducted by Carlos Merida, prominecessary excavation and grading. of a large and representative to the would be intelligent radio John L. Lewis used secret signals
should
education
go?'
We
thought
group
of
public
librarians.
These
The contract price of something
listener. Our modern day folk- to continue the recent coal strike
nent Mexican artist, begins on
more than four hundred fifty books are chosen on the basis of songs cannot be excluded from while he was publicly ordering we knew. We thought education July 10 and ends August 14. The
thousand dollars has been arrived their usefulness, timeliness, and this category. The overflow of the strikers to return to work un- meant training in the 'three R's' tour, not including transportation
for the masses and training in the to Mexico, has been set at $300.
at and has been approved by the contribution to permanent litera- emotions in the presentation of der a court injunction. ■
The House of Representatives classics for the elite," concluded to Irma S. Jonas, 238 East 23
board of trustees of the college.
the
untold
sufferings
and
hardUnder the agreement, a total of ture.
ships have become so ridiculous passed the Administration's mid- Bode. "Now we know that it Street, New York. Both groups
Listed below are those that ai|e that they are irritable.
dle income housing bill, following takes more than increasing the are limited In number.
approximately 300 days are allocated" to the builders for the com- in your library. Many of those
It is very hard to point out the same course the Senate did. skill of a worker, and more than
. pletion of the building. Barring that we do not have are now on the exact motive behind the crea- last week in removing the contro- a love of Plato to head off a war.
' unforseen events, classes will start order. Ask for the complete list tion of such barbaric primitivism versial cooperative program. This The past fifty years have me'ant
in the new classrooms and laboraand even harder to determine was viewed as a rebuff to the the beginnings of a hew educatories by the February semester at the main desk.
what basic emotion it stimulates. President, who had sent the House tion. In the next fifty that eduAllen. The Great Piedpont Morr However, the average intelligence a telegram asking that the entire cation can lead us to make the
of next year.
Designed by Hopkins and gan.
wise choices between forms of
of the American public is sup- measure be passed.
Arnold. Global Mission.
Baker, architects, and W. R. Gill,
Hollywood held its annual totalitarianism and the ideals of
posedly that of a thirteen year
Trnow. Hunter's Horn.
associate, of Florence, the new
old and this could be the main Academy Award field day, giving democracy."
Asch. Mary.
I
structure will be in keeping with
approach that the majority of the the bulk of the major honors to
Barr. The Pilgrimage of West- modern day song writers take; the film "All the King's Men-"
the modern trend of the post-war
construction on the Clemson ern Man.
what will appeal to the thirteen Broderick Crawford won the top
Beebe. High Jungle.
' cam-pus. The plans call for a
year old will appeal to the pub- acting award for his role in that central organization of the twenBell. Crisis In Education.
"U" shaped structure with a frontlic and the commercial selling picture, Mercedes McCambridge ty-one American republics.
Belgium appeared to be having
Bemis. John Quincy Adams and power of the song will soar to won the top supporting actress
age of 243 feet. It will be part
three story and part two story the Foundations of American For- unlimited levels.
honors for her role in it, and it a crisis as a result of the election
with basement ^nd sub-basement. eign Policy.
The; commercialism considered was voted the best picture of the for the return of King Leopold
Brown. The Story of Maps.
in popular musical composition year. ..Olivia de Havilland was in. Premier Eyskens' coalition
Bush. Modern Arms and Free expels all semblance of art that named'the best leading actress for government resigned after failing
Fort Hill Democrats
to agree on the King's return. The
Man.
heretofore was a part of the song. her job in "The Heiress."
Premier,
who was in favor of
Clark, The Track of the Cat.
Art, in the sense of musical in- FOREIGN NEWS
Name Hunter Chm.
calling the King back, was unable
Deutscher. Stalin.
terpretation, has taken a back seat
A five - nation investigating to form a new cabinet to do that,
Dulles. Labor in America.
The. Fort Hill Democratic Club
to' commercial appeal. As it is,
held a meeting in the Browsing ■ Frazier. The Negro in the Unit- these songs provide a sweet-teat committee, prompted by a com- and turned over to Count Carton
plaint by Haiti, found tha* Cuba, de Wiart the task of forming a
Room of the Clemson College Li- ed States.
to the vanity and ego of the dullbrary Saturday, March 25, at 4:00
Frost. Complete Poems of Rob- witted credulous listeners and at Guatemala and the Dominican Re- cabinet. 500,000 Belgian Socialist
public were involved in plots, con- workers went on strike in an efp. m. to elect representatives and ert Frost, 1949.
the same time gives unbearable spiracies and attempted invasions fort to force the abdication of the
officers for the coming elections.
Gunther. Behind the Curtain.
irritation to thirty million others. that have kept the Caribbean in King.
The following were selected as
Gunther. Death Be Not Proud.
After World War II, an atmos- turmoil for three years. The comItaly was in the thores of a naofficers: J. E. Hunter, chairman;
Kluckhohn. Mirrer For Man.
phere of world weariness, bitter* mittee recommended that any tion-wide general strike called by
J. H. Woodward, secretary; and
Kohn. The Twtntieth Century. ness, cynicism and disillusion preB. D. Cloaninger, • executive comLattimore. The Situation in vailed, providing ample footing to repetition be dealt with by sanc- the Communist-dominated Genertions under terms of the Rio de al Confederation of Labor in promitteeman.
Asia.
\
the creation of any* form of music Janeiro Treaty of Reciprocal As- test against the Government's new
Delegates are Mrs. M. E. BradMarquand. Point of No Return. that would appeal to the emotions
sistance. The committee named measures aimed to preserve publey, A. E. McKenna, W. H. WashMiller. Death of a Salesman.
and give release from the hum- names and urged that a five-man lic order. Rioting occurred in
ington, S. B. Earle, and R. A. McMuntz. The Golden Warrior.
drum of our weary existence. committee be appointed to keep some Italian cities, hundreds were
Ginty. They will go to Walhalla
Orwell. Ninety Eighty-Four.
Anybody who could crack a B watch on the three countries. The wounded, and 7,000 arrests were
Monday, April 3 for another meet'
Overstreet. The Mature Mind. flat bullwhip or scream in Pizzi- committee's report was turned made. The strike was, however,
Pearson. Dickens.
"iscato could find numerous outlets over to the Council of the Organi- consideered comparatively unsuc, Rusk. The Life of Ralph Waldo for their talents through the zation of American States, the cessful.
Emerson.
hundreds of so-called composiSchlesinger. The Vital Center.
tions that flowed from our presses
Sheean. Lead Kindly Light.
since the beginning of the war
Sheen. Peace of Soul.
years.
Stettinius. Roosevelt and the
ON CAMPUS OR AT HOME —
We have had ample time to adRussians.
just ourselves to the normal ways
Stuart. The Thread That Runs of life since the ending of the
So True.
war, but there is no evidence
Here are authoritative answers
U. S. Commission on Organi- whatsoever indicating that we infrom the Veterans Administration zation of the Executive Branch of tend to adjust our music accordto four questions of interest to the. Government.
ingly.
former servicemen:
Thank goodness the radio inThe Hoover Commission ReQ. I dropped $5,000 of my $10; port,
t
ventors were thoughtful -enough
000 NSLI term insurance after my
Van Doren. Nathaniel Haw- to include a device to hush the
discharge from the army. Will I thorne.
doggone thing.
be permitted to reinstate the
Welty. The Golden Apples.
amount dropped and again carry
Williams. Lincoln Finds a GenI $10,000 worth of insurance?
eral.
A. Yes, but if the insurance has
b«en lapsed more than three
months, a physical examination is
required. This will be given
without charge at any VA regional office.
A Holy Communion Service
Q. Is compensation ever paid
will be held at the Clemson
You'll Want
for disability due to misconduct?
Methodist Church Sunday eveA. Under provisions of Public
ing at 7:30 o'clock. Students and
The Clemson BSU will serve community people are invited to
Law 439, 79th Congress, compensation may be paid for such dis- the Lord's Supper during Holy attend this service and to partake
abilities if it is shown they are Week, on Wednesday, April 5 at of the Sacrament of the Lord's
not due to the veteran's own will- 7 p. m. A memorial of Christ's Supper as a part of the Holy Week
crucifixion, the service is spon- observance.
ful misconduct or vicious habits.
Q. I have been told by friends sored annually by BSU to give
A second special Holy Week
that my disability, which I claim students a special opportunity to Service will be held Wedneday,
is due to service,. cannot be ser- observe this Christian ordinance April 5, at 7:00 o'clock in the Wesvice-connected because I had it of the church.
ley Foundation room of the ClemFollowing preliminary^ business, son Methodist Church. Hassell
before I entered the armed forces during World War II. Am I the supper will be served by the Simpson, vice president in charge
entitled to file a claim for' com- officers of BSU under direction of of Mid-Week Retreat, will be in
pensation?
the minister of music.
charge of the service and a mediNo matter which suit you wear—an ARROW!
Special music is being arranged tation, will be given by Rev. E.
A. Yes. A claim should be
white shirt will set it off right 1 They're crisp
filed as soon as possible. The de- and will include appropriate Wannamaker Hardin, pastor of
cision as to service-connected or hymns and recorded music. The the church.
white, impeccably tailored of fine fabrics and
service-aggravated disability will elements of the service will be
This will be a joint service of
come in a variety of good looking, perfect fitting
then be made by the proper' prepared by students under di- the Wesley Foundation and the
Arrow collars.
,, $3 6*5 UP
agency of VA.
rection of J. W. Brown.
members of the local church.
Q. I have a service-connected
disability for which I receive compensation. If the injury becomes
permanent and total, may I receive compensation and insurance
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN,
benefits simultaneously?
v
A. Yes, because there Is no
AND STUDENTS
ban against the receipt of
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
apensation and insurance bene108 N. Main Street
Greenville, S. C.
smultaneously.
3m
—aeaaBMi in irr; • inSSc

Any jokes that will appear in
this column this week or in the
weeks to come will have to be
^classified as very mild when they
are compared to the side shows
that most of the troops kept in
business last week in Seneca. We
really think that it is a fine idea
for the boys to get out and pick
< up a little of the culture that has
been so prevalent around here
the last few weeks; besides, that
brunette had a cute face, too.

how you find out."

They sat for an hour on the
moonlit porch and not a word was
spoken. Finally she said, "Suppose you had some money, what
would you do?"
He smiled wanly and gazed into
her eyes, "I'de travel," he murmured.
He felt her warm hand slide
into his and he closed his eyes
peacefully. When he opened
them she was gone—In his hand
was a nickle!
Kernel

Summer Travel,

Art Study Tours

Given By Agency

Preliminary Construction Work Started
On Clemson's New Chemistry Building

?>Utt&i gfattex

Know Your
Library

that the Tiger Brotherhood boys when he heard the rumer that a
scraped the bottom of the barrel certain young lady had been lockwith this new crop of ^ campus ed up.
"leaders."
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that "Moose" had hard luck
that Jeff McMahon's radio show again.
OSCAR SAYS
made a "dry run" Monday night.
that all's quiet with the troops.
OSCAR SAYS
that Gohagen's love is now in Could be the calm before the
the "coupe.
storm.
OSCAR SAYS

—'-OSCAR SAYS

that ((Here's one for the older
that he (Oscar) wishes Jack
"Spartanburg's little peach" Cribb boys. "Buttons" Brackett is filchwould stop breathing down his off the College again. If you
don't believe him (Oscar) just
(Oscar's) neck.
OSCAR SAYS
take a gander in the "Old Soldier's
Great! to the party responsible Home."
OSCAR SAYS
for the Saturday night square
dances.
that R. B. Cromwell is literally
tearing his 22-5 apart because he
-OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) wonders what can't find out who is going to
happened to Tilly Hayward's "Sat- play for the Junior-Sehior. You
urday night paladium platter have to know everything first,
parties." He (Oscar) misses rub- don't you, "F.atboy"?
OSCAR SAYS
bin' cheeks with all the little
that! he (Oscar) can't decide
cuties from Anderson College.
which of the two romeos (Ford
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) found Scho- and Gage) has the inside track
field's latest brush with the wo- with Miss J. L. Boys, some girls
men's world very interesting. come over to dance.
OCCAR CAVC
More to follow. . . .
that "Pitol" Pete McCravy will
OSCAR SAYS
that John Easterling can wipe put "Warhead" on room arrest, he
the sweat> from his brow—We (Oscar) will retract that bit of
aren't going to write you up this information of a few weeks ago.
How about it, Pete?*"
time.
OSCAR SAYS

that Bill Miller (the Alabama
Plow-Boy) isn't satisfied unless
he (Miller) claims a different
"youngun" at every "Y" dance.
He (Oscar) wonders how many
belong to his (Milfcsr's) "Lonely
Hearts Club."
that

OSCAR SAYS

Gohagan

aged 10 years

MCNS

SHOE

SENECA, S.C

V I SJ T

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

"fie Veterans
Corner

Communion To

B. S. U. Observe

Be Held Sunday

Lord's Supper

Arrow

Whites

for Easter

STONE BROTHERS
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Ye*, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast-to-coast
test of hundreds of men and women who smoked
Camels—and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days,
noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS!
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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Tigers Split Two Game Series With Michigan State
Bengals Come From Behind To Win 14-12; Spartans Rebound Friday's Tilt By
Mathews Hits Safely 3 Times To Lead Tip Thumping Tigs 18-5; Culberson Stars
Clemson's baseball Tigers opened the current diamond
campaign by getting into trouble right off the bat when the
Michigan State Spartans jumped on "Nig" Griffith for seven
runs in the first inning of Friday's game, but the Bengals
came right back in the first with one run and seven more in
the second to tie the Northerners and go on to win.

Michigan State's Spartans unleashed a powerful 20-hit
attack against three Tiger hurlers Saturday to gain an even
split in the two game series, beating the Bengals 18 to5. The
men from East Lansing jumped on starter Bill Ford and
promptly took^a 3-run lead in the first inning, after which
they were never headed. The-Tiger pitchers seemed to be
unable to cope with the powerful Spartans as Ford, Baker,
ABKHA and Joyce .paraded to mound for Clemson. The only inning
5 3 2 4 that Michigan State was held hitless was the second when
.- 5
Ford retired the Spartans in order with the help of a double
- 4
play.

State as he scattered nine hits
along the last six innings. However, the Tigers got to him for
two more runs in the last of the
ninth when, after Stroud popped
to Ciolek at first, Culberson
slammed out the Tigers' first
home run of the season over the
left field Jence, completing a perfect day at bat. Cox then singled,
but Deanhardt flied to right.
Knoebel drew a walk, sending j
Cox to second, and Crouch sent
Cox scampering home on a single.
On the play at the plate Knoebel
went to third and Crouchto seconw; however, Aughtry, aie*,'
fouling off several pitches ended
the game with a fly to short left.

The Michigan lads found easy
pickings in the deliveries of Michigan State
.
Clemson's ace, "Nig" Griffith Cummins, 2b
SPORTS COLUMN?
Blanchard,
3b
—
Up until now this has been primarily a column to give and shelled him from the Bechard, If „. _
mound with only one out in the
.. 1
the students the "run-down" on sports around the college, top half of the opening frame Hovanesian, If
To open the game, Cummins,*
•
■
Michigan State continued to
Kinney,
rf
„
_
5
Michigan State's second baseman:
but tonight I'm going to talk about a little of everything. with seven runs on five hits.
pound the baseball all over
end
the
frame.
.Maupih, lb
..
. 3
led off with a single to center.
the lot as Captain Jack Kinney
Some of you (those who happen to glance this way) are prob- Curveballer Hugh Kea came in Magi, cf _J
Ronan popped to Hendled, but CULBERSON HOMERS
.. 3
clouted a home run over the
to put out the fire but not beRovanesian drew a free pass to
ably wondering just what in the hell this is going to be. Well, fore the Spartans had picked Barta, ss
... 5
Lawson pitched fine ball for left field fence in the sixth
first base. Kinney promptly sent
„ 3
to tell you the truth, I don't know myself, but there is one up one more tally. Kea proved Jablonski, c
Cummings scampering home from
Beggs, p
.1 1
second with a sharp single to left.
thing certain ... I'm gonna' gripe about everything that hap- very effective for the remainder Carlson, p ..
WHITE DINNER JACKETS
_ 1
Barta, who led the Spartan batof the contest, giving up four
CREPE
SOLE SUEDE LOAFERS
pens to run across this feeble and sleepy mind.
ters
once
again
doubled
to
score
Simcox,
p
_.
_
1
runs on five hits. The Spartans
Hovanesian. Magi then bounced
PALM BEACH SUITS AND PANTS
_ 0
I'd like to start by saying that anyon who has one thing found it most difficult to solve a-Chaffin <„
one back to the pitcher.
Ford
. 1 0 vO
to do with any form of publications here at Clemson, or any the slants and curves tossed at Schroter; p
threw to Hendley who put the
12 10 13 tag on Kinney trying to score
other school, for that matter, is a d— fool. I'm the top "boy" them by the Tiger artist. They Totals
from third. .With two away,
gained only two earned runs
a-Ran for Simcox in the 8th.
Magi started down to second. He
in that bracket, but I'll bet my last nickle that it won't happen during the eight and two-thirds
was caught in a run-down, alinning stretch that he was on
again rafter this semester.
Clemson
ABRHA lowing Barta to score from third
^ COMPLIMENTS OF +
the mound.
before the last out was made1
Mathews, cf
_ 6
DESKS IN TIGER OFFICE BUILT
For Clemson in the first inTIGEKS COME BACK STRONG Angley, If
__ 4
TOO CLOSE TO THE FLOOR
ning,
Mathews led off with a
_
5
When the Bengal warriors Culberson, ss
walk,
took second as Angley
_ 4
The desKs in this office, if they can be called that—from finally came in for their turn at Hendley,. c .._ .
bounced out pitcher to first,
TEL. 401
SENECA, S. C
bat, they found themselves on the Deanhardt, lb
_.. 3
and scored on Cublerson's longr
floor to top, only 27 inches, from floor to underside where legs short end of an 8-0 score, but they Knoebel, rf
:
_. 4
triple to deep center field. Hendare supposed to be placed while typing is barely 22 inches, are weren't to be denied. Mathews McKay 3b
ley struck out, and Deanhardt
_ 3
y
started
things
rolling
with
a
sharp
'
,
~
""
either too close to the floor or too far from the ceiling. Whichended the Inning by grounding
_J 4
COMPLIMENTS
bingle to left, and the Northerners Aughtry, &x> _
out, third to first. In the botever it is, I still can't get my legs under it and have to hold couldn't put out the fire before Griffith, p
0
tom of the third, Ford, who was
3
the typewriter—not the very latest models, either, in my the Tigers had scored their initial Kea, p ....
at bat in the second inning
run.
lap. I feel sorry for the boys who have had to do this longer
when Aughtry was out trying
GREENVILLE, S. C
After Kea had thrown a goose Totals
36 14 12 11 to steal second, led off with a
than I have.
egg at the Michigan State nine
walk. Mathews was called out
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME
Another thing . . . Jimmy Rice is one of my best friends}in 'the top half of the second, Michigan State .. 800 000 121—12 on strikes, but Angley drilled
\.,T:
,
. .
. j ,.,
i
- the Clemson sluggers lined their Clemson .„ __ 174 011 OOx—14 a double to left, sending Ford
until it comes to giving out ads (these are known as space sights up and commenced firing.
E—Aughtry 2, Maupin, Magi,
to third. Culberson
fillers about 4 o'clock in the morning) for the different sec- After Gene Aughtry grounded Cummins, McKay 2, Barta 3. RBI around
FOR ALL TYPES OF FISHING
drew a walk, and Hendley sent
out,
hurler
Kea
worked
State's
tions, at this point he becomes my most hated enemy. Old
TIRES AND BATTERIES
for a free ticket. Ray —Bechard 2, Barta 6, Cummins 2, '■Ford home by beating out a
Buddy Rice then takes all the National Ads (the big 32 inch Mathews then banged out his sec- Deanhardt 2, Culberson 2, Knoe- double play ball hit to short.
AUTOMOBILE
ACCESSORIES
Deanhardt singled to left to
jobs) and gives them to his pal Harry, Dukes /or his filthy ond straight hit and the Tigers bel 2, McKay, Aughtry, Hendley,! score
Angley,
and
the
bases
were on their way. Doug Angley Kinney 2. 2B—Cummins, Culber-;
section.
were loaded as Lawson beanej.
drew another walk, which set the
Clemson, S. C.
One of these first nights I'm gonna catch thist Mister Rice stage for a ringing 3 master off son, Knoebel, Angley. HR—Bar-j Knoebel. However, Cornwell
grounded to shortstop Barta to
the bat of Ken Culberson. This ta, Cummins.
when I'm leaving this hole (about 4 or 5 on Wednesday morn- tremendous
wallop to the right
ings, trying to get home and prep for a quit at 8 o'clock) and field fence scored all three Tiger
send him home to the "Chub" (his wife) with little knots runners that were perched on
base. The Bengal shortstop then
sticking out all over that thick head of his.
f..anced home with the fourth
Clemson run of the frame when
HIRED HELP TALENTED BUT LAZY
backstop Dick Hendley rifled the
first pitch into the center field
AS THE VERY DEVIL
for a single. Luke Deanhardt
and rode home along with
Charles Meiburg, the able staff writer for this section, walked
Hendley on Knobby Knobel's
usually shows up on Monday night but always has a theme stinging double to the center garor something to turn out for his eight o'clock class the next den. Ray McKay then drove Knor
home with another one time
morning, and, consequently, leaves early in order that he can bel
knock to end the scoring.
return early the next night, which he does—but without too
The Tigers chalked up four
much copy! Actually, I'm only kidding, Charlie, you're a more markers on the scoreboard
in their half of the third canto.
good boy and a fine writer. I'm only trying to fill up this It
was again the dependable
column.
•
*
Mathews who started the fireby singling and pilfering
Dick Raines, who is continually griping about the school works
second. Hendley then hit to left,
and the conditions here, does a lot of talking but very little and the State gardener dropped
work. While we are on Dick ... his column has to be cen- the ball, allowing Mathews to
score. Deanhardt walked again
sored every week to weed out the dirt he tries to throw in and
Knobel got his second double
about his wild week-end parties. One more thing about him and Hendley came home. McKay
and we'll lay off for awhile ... Dick is the only man at Clem- walked, making the bases FOB—
of Bengals. Cowboy Aughtry
son College who can scribble on one of these writing ma- full
was given a free pass by the genchines. Never has Dick turned in one sheet of copy that erous Spartan hurler, forcing
Deanhardt across the platter and
didn't have to be proofed by every man in the office.
leaving the bases "all drunked
Jack Cribb, former Sports Ed. who can't even write his up" (loaded). Pitcher Kea drew
own name in a manner that even he can read it, is usually another walk, and the bases were
here and turns out some excellent work. The main trouble really drunk! But Mathews flied
out to end the inning.
with Jack is that he can't hit a lick at the typewriter and has After these three frames the
to do all his work long-hand. This is so bad that the man game settled down with both
doing the typing has to re-write the story himself. The only hurlers effective in the pinches.
Clemson got single runs in the
other fault that I can find with Jack is that he is a coffee fiend fifth and sixth innings, while the
and is continually (every hour on the hour) making trips for best the Michigahs could do was
to tally lone ,runs in the' seventh
a cup of "joe."
and ninth innings, sandwiching in
No offense intended, mens, it's just that M». Lander has a two run spree in the eighth.

By JAKE "I'M BITTER" CLANTON

HOKE SLOANS

Ross Builders Supplies, Inc.

SAM'S LUNCH

WESTERN AUTO STORE

inning off Roger Baker. Baker
had come in on the fifth after
Ford had been lifted for a pinch
hitter. Roger threw his second
home run ball of the game ts
Vlnce Magi in the following Inr
ning. The Staters scored in
every inning except the second
and the eighth and hit safely in
(Continued on Page 6)

TMi Seat ($*Meem TOWW

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

PENDLETON
THEATRE
"The Little Theatre With the
Big Hits"
PHONE 3341

FRIDAY, MARCH 31

'BLUE LAGOON'
Jean Simmons
SATURDAY, APRIL 1

/BRIMSTONE'
Rod Cameron
LATE SHOW 10:15

FREE FOR ALL'
Ann Blyth
MONDAY - TUESDAY
APRIL 3, 4

'THE
SUNDOWNERS'
Robert Preston
Robert Sterling

m

lei put oum. TAST£and THROAT k the judge i
FOR SMOOTHNESS AND MILDNESS

There's
a rough puff

in a Lucky

assigned a quiz for tomorrow, Wednesday. We always finish
up the Tiger on Tuesday night. That is, the rest of the boys
finish their sections on Tuesday night. We usually manage
to get our copy on the seven-twenty bus to Anderson about
seventy-twenty Wednesday morning.) in History 304. I've
had Mr. Lander for three courses and he has never given a
quiz on either Monday or Friday, it's always Wednesday.
Now, Mr. Lander, don't .get me wrong, anytime you want to
quiz the "troops" is O. K. with me.
Our dear Ed., Bill Costello, came to me tonight and said
that there would only be a four page issue this week. This
meant that only one page would be required from sports. So
immediately I began yelling, "Cut that track* story, Dick, no
room for it", and, "shorten the Intramural news, Charlie,
not enough space." Even had to tell George Facchin to hold
back one of his features till next week, thinking all the time
that all sports had to fill was the one page. Well, ole Bill—
bless him—rushed in about 11:30 and said to me, "Forget
about what I told you earlier tonight, Jacques Clanton, we're
going ahead with the original six page issue." Well, by this
time, all the help has "shoved" and I'm the only one left in
Sports. No, I'm wrong. Dick Raines was still here, though
I don't know what in the hell for ... he hasn't hit a lick at a
snake since that time.
Just one last gripe and I'll quit. Regardless of whether
the Tiger runs a six or an eight page issue, Sports always has
to fill two pages. That's great, eh!

The offensive stars for Clemson
were Mathews and Knobel, who
garnered three and two hits respectively. Shortstop Barta led
,his Michigan mates with three
blows.

OPO
CLOTHES
HAS

Moved
NOW
Located in the
Old First National
Bank Building
Corner
Main and McBee

m

Mean* Fine TMaecef
SHELLEY WINTERS says:

"Luckies are smooth, Thafs why
they're my steady smoke!"
You're right, Shelley... you can always count on
Luckies to give you the real smoothness, mildness
and deep-down smoking enjoyment you want.
And, smokers, you can depend on Luckies because
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco—fine, light, naturally mild tobacco that's always smooth. Yes, let
your own taste and throat be the judge. Find out for
yourself—get a carton of Luckies today!

BASEBALL
About the only thing to say about this past week-end's
baseball activity is that if I had been the pitcher,-1 would
have wised up and started walking that Michigan State shortstop . . . That man hit anything they threw him, got 8 hits
in 11 trips to the plate. But, then, I'm not even out for baiefaalL

OPO

Factory-to-You
Greenville, S. C.

Be sure to see Shelley Winter* In "South Son
Sinner," a Universal International production.
COFR., TH» AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Lucky Strike...so round, so firm, so fully packed—so free and easy on the draw

f
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Bengal Swimmers Dunk Tennessee Mariners 43-32
Converse And Klinck Lead Tig Mariners
To Victory Over The Vols For Sixth Win

S po rffacts
in
Focus

Ciemson's tankmen made good on the first leg of their
Tennessee trip by downing the University of Tenn. water-boys
by a score of 43-32. Captains Converse and Klinck lead their
Tiger teammates by taking several firsts.

By DICK RAINES

The Clemson swimming team^ ~
■
"
finished the season' with 6 wins
afainst five losses to give Clemson its best year in the pools»in
the past several years.
300 yard medley: (1) Tenn. time
3:22.1
220 yard free, style: (1) ConBy GEORGE FACCHIN
verse (C) Saunders (C) (3) Tenn.
time 2:30.3
Ambition and competitive cour-

Pooley Hubert To
Help Tigers In Fall

THREE CHEERS!!! SEATING CAPACITY
INCREASED FOR BASEBALL
For the past few years there has been an overflow crowd
at nearly every Clemson baseball tilt, and the overflow usually resulted in nearly half of the spectators being unprotected
from foul balls. In one of last wek's games with Michigan
State, a baby in a carriage was nearly hit by a foul ball because there was no wire protection. Perhaps fewer kids will
be roaming around on the field since the seating is a little
more adequate to suit the situation. Not only does the added
seating help with the seating, but it also makes the diamond
layout a great deal more organized.
STUDENTS AND OTHER SPECTATORS SHOULD

age haS led a long
lanky boy
"50 vard'free
<stvle (1)
m Converse from
50
yard tree style
j f
his
hj h
h'
fen
(C) Saunders (C) White (C) time ! .„ ,„ . ™„„,
„ „
P ' „
i days to Clemson College in pur°
'
: suit of the pigskin. This little
Diving: Godfrey (C)
fellow began playing football in
100 yard free style: Converse Virginia, at Lexington High
(C) White (C) Saunders (C) time-School, at 130 pounds.
0:57.6
His father is one whom he can
150 yard back stroke: Taylor | wel1 be Proud of, for today he is
sti11
(C) Tenn. time 1:58.6
recognized as a once truly
200 yard breast stroke: Atkinson (C) Tenn. time 2:52.3
440 free style Klinck (C) Monroe (V) Tenn. time 5:52.8
400 yard relay: Tenn. time 4:07.2

NOT ENTER BASEBALL FIELD FROM THE TRACK
As most of you know, the Clemson track is in rather
sad condition and with the additional workout it (the
track) gets from baseball fans moving to and from each
game, it's condition lags more and more. Coach Norman
has requested that all students please enter all baseball
games from the entrance to the right of the field house.
Besides putting the track in poor condition, trie people
who walk down the track to enter the ball games also interfere with the cindermen in their workouts. So, let's all help
the track and the team by keeping off the track, especially
during practice hours.
THERE'S STILL A NEED FOR TRACK SCHOLARSHIPS
Football is definitely the number one sport here at
Clemson, and there's certainly no reason why it shouldn't be,
since football draws the largest crowds and gets more publicity than the other sports here at Tigertown. However,
there's no reason why some of the other sports should suffer
because scholarships aren't given in them.
Our track team this year is not only suffering from lack
c4 experienced men, but from lack of interest as a whole. It
takes a great deal of time from any student's life at college to
take part in any major sport. No one should expect any record of consequence if no scholarships are offered. I realize
I've made -this statement before, but two or three track
scholarships would do wonders for our track team. It would
certainly make the boys hustle a great deal more and also
make the competition keener.
In last week's Florida Relays our boys were up against
the strongest competition they've ever been up against. They
competed against men who had either run in the Olympics
two years ago or who tried out for the U. S. Olympic team.
How can anyone expect our boys to compete against those
kinds of odds when we can be represented? After all it
would do Clemson no harm to get some good publicity in
the track field as well as in the field of other athletics.
HAUGK AND McGRAW MAKE TOURNEY TEAM

*

Last week I mentioned the two games that a group
of this year's cagers played in the Gold Medal Tourney
held in Hendersonville, N. C. The Tigs were eliminated
jfrom the tournament in the second tilt, hut they did
manage to make a strong enough impression so that two
of the boys were named to the All-Tourney quint. Doug
Haugk and Robbie McGraw were selected on the dream
their fine performance, especially since they, and the
team to for that matter, since the whole affair was strictteam to for that matter since the whole affair was strictly voluntary.
■ESQUIRE SHOPS «

Softball Starting
Third Week Of Play
Despite many interruptions, Intramural sofeball is continuing at
a rapid clip. Monday, despite
heavy winds, eight teams saw action In all there are 28 teams entered in the league and competition is growing keener every day.
To date the following teams
have captured games
B-2 winner over A-l
Old Soldiers winner over Military Department
D-3 winner over A-2
A-3 winner over B-4
Bks 2 winner over Bks 10
Spartans winner over Old Soldiers
B-l winner over Band
Faculty winner over' Misfits
Nueps winner over Sharecroppers
Bks 8 winner over SavannahClemson
Beginning April 24, Intramural
golf will be played. There will
be a torunament to determine the
winner. Anyone interested in this
tourney are requested to meet in
the Club Room Monday, April 3
at 7:00 p. m. for instructions.
All students interested in the
Intramural
tennis tournament,
singles and doubles, are asked to
please sign on the register which
is posted at1 the Y. M. C. A.

Revised Track
Schedule
Chapel Hill Relays at Chapel
Hill, N. C, April 1
Southern Relays
ham, Ala., April 8

Presbyterian College at Clemson, April 15
University of South Carolina,
April 22
Furman University at Clemson,
April 29
Davidson College at Davidson,
May 6
South Carolina State Meet at
Clinton, May 12-13
Southern Conference Meet at
Chapel Hill, May 19-20

(OX SANDWICH 4 SPECIALTY CO.

SHIRTS
$1.69

14 TO IT

wHrrt
MAIZE

We Sell the Material....

HUN

Ortwein Tailoring Co. of Rome, Ga,
Does the Work.

PINK
BLUI

SEE US FOR
YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS

SPORT SHIRTS
$1.98
NAVY

GREEN
OREY

SOLD

M-IT

i-i

EXCELSIOR MILLS STORE

RAYON BROADCLOTH
MAROON
GREEN
GREY
BLUE

MAROON

2 for $3.89

MAIZE

NAVY

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY

SHOPS for MEN
(NEXT TO PARIS THtATRB)

Frank Dillard, Mgr,

GREENVILLE, S. C.
_, .

\
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Ciemson's netmen dropped
their first match of the year Tuesday at Greenville when they lost
a 4-3 decision to Furman University. The Tigers were off to a
bad start as the Purples' McMahon
romped over Bengal Clair Draper
by a 6-1, 6-0. Ciemson's number
two man, Harold Littlejohn, then
lost to Lowman of the Hornet's
and the Greenville institute led
at this point by a 2-0 count.
Harry Merritt then proceeded
to lose to Furman's Leslie. Ciemson's first point was then scored
as Glenn Smith registered a resounding 6-1, 6-1 win.
In the doubles competition, McMahan and Leslie beat Littlejohn
and Draper 6-2, 7-5. Glenn Smith
and Jack Neel put the skids under
Lowman and Parker to end the
day's play.
The Bengal netmen will play
host to a strong College of Charleston aggregation here Friday.

Tennis Schedule
March 31
College of Charleston at Clemson
April 4
Wofford at Spartanburg
April 11
Wofford at Clemson
April 14
College of Charleston at Charleston
April 15
Citadel at Charleston
April 18
Erskine at Clemson
April 21
Citadel at Clemson
April 25
South Carolina at Clemson
April 28
North Carolina State at Clemson
Newberry 2
Newberry at Newberry
May 4
Erskine at Due West

ARRID

COLGATE
Economy Dental
Cream

59c

Jergens Liquid Shave
and Woodburys
Shaving Lotion

A DOUBLE VALUE

59c

NAIL FILES
TWEESERS
NAIL SCISSORS

\i?mm

Ragin Ray Mathews rounds third and heads for home in the first
inning of Friday's contest with the Michigan State Spartans. Ken
Culberson hit the safety that drove in Mathews. The Tigers
came out on top in the opener, 14-12.

Tennis Ladder
1. Claire Draper
2. Harold Littlejohn
3; Glenn Smith
4. Harry Merritt
5. Joe Black
6. D. C. LeGrande
7. Jack Neel
8. Ben McLeod
9. Vernon Smith
10. C. D. ColemSn

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.

Free . .. Tube Gillette

TEK

Shaving Cream

Tooth Brush
Special

with every package of

29c

20 Gillette Blades

SILVER STAR

98c

Font's Camera Shop
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

Clemson Men
Are Always
Welcome at

DAVENPORTS
One of the
South's Leading
Clothiers For
College Men

Friday, March 31
Saturday, April 1

'Young Man
With a Horn'
Kirk-Douglas
Lauren Bacall

DAVENPORTS
207 N. Main St.
GREENVILLE

*

Mon.-Tues, April 3-4

'Perfect
Strangers'

mimumi

mnimlll.

[CURB SERVICE

JPIX'S

Ginger Rogers
Dennis Morgan
*

Wed. £r Thurs.

'Sword in the
Desert'
Marta Toren
Dana Andrews
*
"FOR THE BEST IN
ENTERTAINMENT"

STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street
Andersoi
■ ■■■■■■

■iiiiiiniiiiimju

SAVE^ON SHAVES!
STAG COM-PAK
SHAVE KIT
■««■—■—■

1 Tube Stag Brusless Cream
1 Gillette Tech Razor

C_l_ri

2 Gillette Blue Blades

0*71/

1 Styptic Pencil
V

\

•——■—•—

f / /

indoor snapshots are simple...
\

/ /

/

with this flash picture taker

Double Edge Blades
10 for

49c
JERGENS
LOTION

Rexall
Antihistamine
Tablets
Stop That Cold

54c

Students at Clemson

ESQUIRE
m

18c

Tax Included

SEND MAIL ORDERS TO

XtS N. MAIN ST

KLEENEX
TISSUE

Easley, South Carolina

2 for $2.98
GABARDINES

he believed the military training
would be of some advantage to
him in later years. He is majoring in Horticulture, which will
be helpful to him on his father's
peach farm in Georgia. And, too,
Pooley and his father believe that
Clemson is an excellent school,
on both the athletic and scholastic
side.
Pooley is presently out for
track and is going to attempt to
run the low hurdles. .
In conclusion Pooley states, "I
would like to be half as good as
my father was, and I feel awfully
proud to have an Ail-American in
the family."
And from Coach Howard comes
this, "I believe young Pooley .is a
good prospect, and that we will
be able to use him on the varsity
next autumn."

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

BIGGEST BARGAIN EVER

P»«HCH

Ciemson's swimming team
closed its season last Saturday by
losing to the Vanderbilt Commodore squad, 46-28. This loss gave
the Tiger tankmen a season record
of six wins and five losses.
Vanderbilt took seven of the
nine first places.
Summary:
300 yard medley relay—Vanderbilt—time 3:21.8
220 yard free style—Vanderbilt—time 2:27.5
60 yard free style—Vanderbilt
—time :31.6
Diving—Godfrey (Clecson)
100 yard free style—Vanderbilt—time :58.6
150 yard back stroke—Taylor
(Clemson)
200 yard breast stroke—Vanderbilt—time 2:43.5
440 yard free style—Vanderbilt—time 5:36.5
400 yard free style—Vanderbilt
—time 3:52.7

59c

■' ■

SALE!
•MAD

cor

Birming-

Furman Dips Tigs;
Play (. Of C. Fri.

great fullback who played for the
University of Alabama in 1926.
In the same year he captured the
titles of All-Southern and AilAmerican, besides helping carry
his team to victory in the 1927
Rose Bpwl in Pasadena, California.' He played professional football with "Red" Grange and the
New York Yankees, besides other
professional teams. He also served as head coach at Virginia Military Institute.
Now, we at Clemson find among
our midst an ex-Alabama star's
son seeking from the football
world what glory it has to offer.
This gangling, black-haired
youngster is a rising sophomore
and will definitely contribute to
the football machinery of Howard's House. This promising athlete is Pooley Hubert, son of Allison "Pooley" Hubert.
Pooley said that he pursued the
game of football out of his own
interests, and ". . . in no way did
Dad induce me to play the game."
He also states, "I have gone with
Dad to football games as far back
as I can remember. I used to
sit along the sidelines and talk
to the players. I also remember
seeing Dad and Coach Cohen talking -about football on the front
Ray McKay, Bengal third sacker, is shown running into third
porch of our home at Lexington."
while the Michigan State hot corner man waits impatiently for the
ton."
apple in Saturday's tussle, The Spartans bounced back from
Pooley, as a freshman, looked
Friday's defeat and blasted the Bengals 18 to 5.
very good as a passer and a kicker. He is a fast, elusive broken ♦$M^*^^M^****^M$^^
field runner capable of eluding
opponents.
Since his 130 pounds in- high
school, when he first ventured into football, he has gained 30
Box 200 ;
pounds. Thus, next fall we will
find a 6'1" lad of 160 pounds helping spark the varsity squad.
Pooley came to Clemson for
many reasons.
To begin with,
Coach Cohen tutored his father at
Alabama, so Pooley thought it
Cream Deodorant
would be beneficial to be under
an expert coaching hand. Second,
1 oz. jar

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

COLLAR

nil

at

Clemson Tankmen
Close Season With
Loss To Vanderbilt

HALO
SHAMPOO

47c

39c

Simply otfach fhe accessory Kodak Flasholdef and you're
all set for indoor picture taking — even in gorgeous full color.
Camera accepts 8-exposufe Kodak 828 Films. In stock here for
jDnly$29.95;-flosholdef, $ 11.Q8./rioe« Include Federal Tax,

L C. Martin Drug Company

P. S. McCollum, Owner

Clemson, S. C.
THE REXALL STORE

The TIGER—"He Roars For Qlemson A & M"
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I Bold Burglar Breaks Barracks; Takes
Back Battered Tinware; Caught In Act

History Club Adds
Two New Members

-*.•_

Thursday, March $0, 1950

University Chest

Clemson College Concert Series
To Replace Money Announces Program For '5Q-'51 Season

Clemson's newly organized History
Club under the leadership of
By HASSELL SIMPSON
Clemson College Concert Series
bent this knife so he could open President Max Burch, and the
has announced a program of six
his
door
with
it.
Anyway,
the
As I entered my room around
Individual fund raising drives
excellent concerts for the 1950mess hall puts these useless things guidance of faculty adviser, Protwo a. m. one morning last week, to good use."
fessor J. K. Williams, initiated have been abolished at the Uni1951 season. . Concert goers will
after a hard night at the Tiger
"I wondered how they got those two new members into the organi- versity of Arkansas. A Univerbe exceedingly pleased*to learn
office, I discovered to my sur- odd shapes. Yesterday, I had a zation Thursday evening, March
sity chest, proposed by Blue
When asked here recently why that the Concert Series has been
prise that the main light did not spoon with its handle filed down 23. The new members are J. W.
Key, and overwhelmingly accept- Randolph-Macon College doesn't able to obtain engagements here
into
a
key."
function in its usual fashion. I
"Yeah, you see all kinds in this Lipton and C. R. Carroll. The ed by students on this campus in' give their spring recess holiday at for some featured concerts which
flipped the switch a couple of game.' He crushed the fire from only requirement for eligibility is
a poll, will replace the old drives Easter like many colleges, Dean ordinarily include only large
times, but nothing happened, so his cigaret and dropped the butt that the prospective member be
for
money. An 11 man board was N. McN. Simpson, Jr., declared towns on their tour. The'variety
I proceeded to move cautiously in his breast pocket. "Well, thanks a history major.
set up by a statute passed here re- that the reason was due to the va- and quality of the concerts selectfor
the'
weed.
I
gotta
be
getting
across the room toward the table
Since the club has been or- cently by the student senate to
along. Take it easy.'
riation of the time Easter comes ed for the coming season seem to
and the lamp. As I expected,
He picked up a bag which had ganized in February, 1950, it has govern the chest drive and the
indicate that it will be one of
my foot came in contact with
each year.
my feeble glance. The; undertaken several projects for distribution of the funds.
some still unidentified object on escaped
Dean Simpson pointed out that the most popular programs the
clatter it made indicated that it ^
the floor and I fell flat on my face, contained a quantity of the goods s improvement. The first of
Those on the board are: the sometimes Easter will come as Series has even presented.
which was flat anyway.
these is to provide the members
One thousand season ticets for
in question.
dean of women, the dean of men, late as the latter part of April,
As I shook the stars out of | "Yeah, sure," I murmured, pon- with a planned program for each
the
series will be made available
my eyes, I realized that my hand dering what he had said, "so long" meeting. On March 9, Professor an appointee of the president of and thereby crowd an already tomorrow, April 1. The price of
the
University,
a
member
of
th«
jam-packed spring schedule to
was clutching an article which I j He climbed out on the fire es- R. E. Ware gave a lecture on the
presently recognized as a shoe. ! cape and was gone before I realstudent senate, a member of the which this college is accustomed. the season tickets will be $6.00,
history
of
firearms.
The
lecture
Further investigation told me that j ized what he had done.
inter-fraternity council, a mem- He went on to remark that once including tax. As in the past,
Worms" of the Iota Chapter of Phi Psi hegan initiation ceremonies
attached to the shoe was an '. "Hey," I yelled, "Come back was followed by an informal dis- ber of panhellenic council, a repthe concerts will be held in the
before the administration ?iad enlast Thursday. First row, left to right, are J. F. Buxton, R. L.
ankle, then a leg, then—
with that mess hall knife. What cussion in which Prof. Ware anClemson College Field House, and
Gregg, J. H. Good, and R. A. Bowen. Second row, left to right,
resentative
of
independent
men,
deavored to plan the college year
"Are you an architech?" whis- j am I going to use to spread pea- swered questions which the memare M. H. Hance, J. W. Christenberry, B. D. Hicks, and W. H.
there
will be no reserved seats.
a representative of independent so that the two dates would coinpered a voice.
nut butter with?"
Dixon. Third row, left to right, are W. G. Raines, W. C. Hayes,
bers had concerning the various
Tickets
may be secured from
"No," I whispered back, "Arts j
C. J- Parrott, H. O. Bryant, and G. A. Mobley.
aspects of firearms. Prof. Gentry women, and a representative of cide. However, after' several the President's Office of Clemson
and Scienees, class of anybody's i
independent
town
residents.
of the Education Department will
years, the faculty decided against
College after tomorrow. All
guess."
be the club's next speaker.
the measure for the reason already
Any
drives,
effective
next
fall,
"Thank heaven,' breathed the i
Another project which the club other than the one conducted by mentioned, and he added that this checks for tickets should be made
ma^ for such he was, "I thought j
payable to The Clemson College
undertook
and completed was to
for a mmute there that I had gothave the rest rooms in the li- the University chest, are out- was achieved without the students' Concert Series. Students of Clemten into Riggs Hall by mistake
lawed by the statute. All money protest.
Officers of the Fort Hill Garden
son will be admitted on their
again. You know, night before Club of Clemson were elected brary cleaned and repainted. One
A look in the records of last
of
the
rooms
will
be
kept
locked
collected by illegal drives shall
last ..."
Iota chapter of Phi Psi, national
recently in a meeting at the home at all times except on special be forfeited, and the money will year revealed that 181 students Student Activities Book.
I interrupted hastily, "Who arelof Mrs> F. L McNott,-with- Mrs. week-ends to provide adequate
The program to be presented
honorary textile fraternity, bebe placed in the University chest were absent from class the Satur- for the 1950-1951 season is as folKappa Alpha Mu, international you? And, if it's not asking too B. E. G. Pritchard and Mrs. J. M. facilities for guests.
gan the informal initiation ceremuch, just what are you doing Alexander as associate hostesses,
day before Easter .and approxi- lows: U. S. Air Force Band, Oct.
monies for sixteen new men on honorary fraterity devoted to pho- on my floor?"
In addition, the club is now ini- fund. All organizations desiring
and Mrs. J. A. Dean, president, tiating a project to contact all col- money from the chest fund must mately half this number missed 5; The Royal Philharmonic Orto-journalism,
has
announced
its
Thursday, March 23. The new
I finally located the table lamp in charge.
leges in South Carolina in order enroll with the board at the be- their Monday classes.
chestra of London—Sir Thomas
pledges all came from the various fifth annual 50-Print International and turned it on. My nocturnal
Mrs.
H.
H.
Willis
read
the
reto get similar clubs established in ginning of the school year, and
Beecham, Conducting, Nov. 6;
visitor
made
no
reply,
for
I
had
departments in the school of tex- Competition. The contest is open
tiles, and have achieved distinc- to college students only, and it is unwittingly planted by number port of the nominating committee each, thus, organizing on a -state- no enrollments will be accepted funds received by the chest. The Lenard Warren, Baritone, Nov. 16;
twelves on his neck. A little ar- and the following officers were wide basis. A constituent assem- after October 15.
Robert Shaw Choral, Jan. 11;
tion in their field for scholastic
board will be appointed' and Houston Symphony Orchestra—
achievement. Men 6r« elected to intended to promote interest in tificial respiration, however, soon elected for next year: Mrs. C. H. bly will be called next .spring to
membership on the basis of photography all over the world. brought him around, and he look- Morgan, president; Mrs. B. D. bring delegates from all S. C. col- The 11 man board will appoint formed by May 1; however, the Ania Dorffman, Piano Soloist,
A panel of judges composed of ed at me with shifty, blood-shot Cloaninger, ■ first vice-president; lege history clubs together to the persons to head the chest formation of the board will not : Feb. 23; Oscar Levant, Pianist,
scholarship, character, leadership,
Mrs. H. M. Felder, second vice- draft a constitution for the state
and personality.
outstanding photo-journalists will eyes. I repeated my question, president; Mrs. J. B. Boggs, cor- organization.
drive and to generally regulate affect any of the drives conducted i March 5.
Iota Chapter, Clemson's oldest select the 50 best pictures—ten of and he helped himself to one of
To date the History Club boasts the conduct of the drive. The here this semester.
responding secretary; Mrs. R. R.
my cigarets before answering.
*.—.
Greek Letter fraternity, lists the
a
75% attendance average.
Roark,
treasurer,
and
Mrs.
M.
H.
board will also apportion the
each
class—to
receive
awards.
Among the fund raising cam- 49-50 Model Custom Built
"Well,"
he
said,
"to
begin
at
following men who have been
paigns, that will be eliminate by
chosen for membership: from the The prints will then begin a tour the beginning, I'm a second-story Sutherland, secretary.
Radio for Ford
Mrs. L. C Russell, Mrs. Cloanschool of textile manufacturing: of colleges and camera clubs. The man."
the chest-ere: the World Student
Installed
complete $69.95 j
inger and Mrs. Dean, delegates
"A which?"
H. O. Bryant, Liberty; J.-F. Bux- classes of photographs are news,
Service fund, the Foreign Student
"A second-story man, a burglar, to the regional meeting in Greenton, Sardis, Ga., J. W. ChristenMARTIN
RADIO
SERVICE]
fund,
the
TB
drive,
and
the
can1
burg, Charlotte, N. C, W. H. pictorial, feature, sports and in- a housebreaker. Thats my chosen wood, gave their reports. Mrs. C.
cer drive. The American Red
Clemson,
S.
C.
dustrial.
Students
are
allowed
to
profession," he said modestly.
H. Morgan, Mrs. Dean and Mrs.
Dixon, Brevard, N. C, J. H. Good,
Cross will not take part in a chest.
"Oh," I said, "go one."
Cloaninger were elected to the
Lockhart; R L. Gregg, Clemson; send in ten prints, but not more
"Well, as I was saying, I'm a state meeting of garden clubs in
M. H Hance, Heath Springs; W. than five of any one class.
George C. Aldous was elected
Awards for . outstanding x pho- burglar. Not an ordinary, run- Columbia Friday and Saturday.
C. Hayes, Clemson; B. D. Hicks,
to
serve as editor of the 1950- trical engineering junior of Parr,
Mrs. A. E. McKenna, chairman
Anderson, C. J. Parratt, Clemson; tography include a two year schol- of-the-pen thief, mind you, but a
will be the new circulation manarship to the Fred Archer School full-fledged second-story man. of the flower show committee, 1951 Slip Stick, official engineer- ager.
W. G. Raines, Greenville
A Complete General Merchandise Store
From the school of textile en- of Photography and a copy of his That may not mean much to you, announced that the show will be ing publication, in a meeting held
P. N. Wise, mechanical engigineering, the new members are: Photography is a Languare. A but any old footpad can tell you held in the club room of the Meth- Monday night. Aldous is an elec- neering freshman of Vaucluse,
YOUR NORGE DEALER
R. A. Bowen, Belton; J. H. Car- Ciroflex camera will go to the that it represents years of shop- odist Church early in May.
will be the next feature editor,
trical
engineering*
junior
from
Seneca,
J3.
C.
Phone 630
After the business session, many
roll, Anderson; W. B. Cassidy, best single entry in any class. lifting and baby-snatching, pickand T. L. McSwiney, mechanical
Hartsville; G. A. Mobley, Simp- Other prizes are a Master Auto- ing pockets and locks and break- original flower arrangements were Naval Base.
engineering sophomore from
A. B. Killingsworth, electrical Jacksonville, Florida, was named
sonville; J. R. Stewart, of Clem- matic Speed Flash and - Kalite ing banks, before you graduate exhibited. They were made by
son.
flash extension unit, two Fidelity to second-st6ry work; yes, in- Mrs. H. H. Willis, Mrs. G. H. Ed- engineering junior from Aiken, staff artist.
cut film holders, Model P-49 deedy.'
WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
wards, Mrs. M. A. Owings, Mrs. will take over the post of manThe newly elected staff will edit
"But what's so special about McKenna, and Mrs. Dean. The aging editor, and F. M. Perry, civil the May issue of the publication
Time-O-Lite, 5 1-2 inch F4.5 enSPARK PLUGS
GAS FILTERS
larging lens, plus many other second-story work?"
arrangements were discussed and engineering junior from Green- under the supervision of the old
Spartan's Rebound
"Heaven to Betsy, man, where Mrs. Leon Harris of Anderson ville, was named business mana- staff. They will assume Ml repremiums of interest to the amaOIL FITTERS
SPEEDOMETER CABLES
was you raised? Why, every* spoke briefly on flower arrange- ger. J. G. Peeler, civil engineer- sponsibility in September. New
teur photographers.
(Continued from Page 4)
AIR CLEANERS
FUEL PUMPS
Any student enrolled in an ac- felon's ambition is to be qualified ments and judging.
ing junior from Asheville, N. C, junior staff members will be
every stanza except the second. credited college or university is second-story man. You see, that
A sweet course was served with was elected to serve as advertising taken in at the begining of the
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 382
They concluded their scoring in eligible. For complete rules in- kinda work is usually quiet, safe coffee.
manager, and T. G. Heron, elec- first semester next year.
the top of the ninth when Ho- terested persons should write:
work in the suburbs; I know lotsa
vanesian and Kinney drew conthe mess hall hired me to rescue
George K. Morgan, Secretary
secutive passes. Joyce then reall the silver the boys swipe."
Kappa Alpha Mu
tired Bart a, ruining the short"Silver?" I said. "Why, that
Room 18, Walter Williams
stop's perfect day at bat. How-'
stuff . . ."
University of Missouri
ever, he hit Magi, loading the
guys in the clink who're planning
Columbia, Missouri.
bases and gave up a run producto retire to second-story districts
ing single to Ciolek.
Bower
when they get out. Not only
then rammed a long fly to left,
that, it takes a heap of experience,
getting into second floors without
scoring Kinney from third base
going through the first.'
with the 18th Spartan run.
I've always wondered about
CULBERSON GETS 4 FOR i
that," I said. "How do you manCivil Service examinations have
For Clemson, Culberson led the been announced to fill, positions age it?" .
"Trade secret, son, but since
hitters with a perfect four for in the Fish and Wildlife Service
four days at bat. This included of the Department of the Interior you have an honest face, I'll give
two singles, a triple, and his and in the fields of fiber technolo- you a hint." Here his voice
dropped to a whisper. "It's done
home run. Cox also had a good gy and textile technology.
with mirrors."
day with two for two, both singles.
Positions to be filled for Wild"With mirrors?" I coached, but
Aughtry came up with his best life Management Biologist and
he
would not elaborate, so I askday at bat, lashing out three Fishery Management
Biologist ed, "Well, what's a second-story
singles in four appearances. Once (Federal Aid Supervisor) require man doing in first barracks?
again Michigan State's big gun the applicant to have completed
Surely there's nothing here
was Bartha, Spartan shortstop four years of college and from one that . . ."
who batted in four runs. Berta to three years of professional'ex"No, you wouldn't think so,
collected two singles, two doubles, perience. No written test will be would you? I didn't, either, but
and a triple in six times at bat as required.
"O. K., O. K.," he interrupted,
Joyce was the only Tiger hurler
Applications for jobs in the "don't get riled up. You know the
to hold him hitless. Kinney and Fish and Wildlife Service of the stuff I mean. Anyway, the mess
Bower, both with three-for-five Department must be received in hall loses a lot of it, and eventualtimes at bat, knocked in three the Commission's Washington of- ly it runs into hard cash. They
runs each to lead, along with Baj- fice not later than April 11, 1950. can't have that, so they pay me
ta, in that department.
Full information and applica- to bring those utensils back, no
Michigan State
AB R H A PO tion forms for any of these jobs matter how battered and beat
Cummins, 2b.
5 2 2 1 6 may be obtained from most first they are."
Lawrence, 2b _ _ ..1 0 0 0 2 or second-class post offices, civil
"I guess those things, do get
Ronan, 3b _ _ _ _4 1 1 1 1 service regional offices, or from a little damaged," I admitted.
Blanchard, 3b_. _ _1 0 0 0 0 the United State Civil Service
"Sure they do. See this fork?
Hovanesian, If _ _4 4 2 0 2 Commission, Washington 25, D. Some guy flattened out the handle
Kinney, rf
..5 2 3 0 1 C.
to use for a knife. And somebody
Barta, ss
6 4 5 6 1
Magi, cf
4 2 3 0 0
Maupin, lb
4 0 0 1 6
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
Ciolek, lb_ _ _ _1 0 1 0 1
at
Bower, c
5 2 3 1 6
Lawson, p_
5 0 1 1 1

Raising Drives

Easter Variation

Causes Confusion

Phi Psi Begins
Initiation For 16

Officers Named
For Garden Club

Kappa Alpha Mu
Announces 1950
Photo Contest

Aldous To Head 1951SLIPSTICK;
Killingsworlh To Be Managing Editor

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY

At WISCONSIN and Colleges

Civil Service To
Give Job Exams

and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is

TOTALS _ .
Clemson
AB
Mathews, cf _
Angley, If
Stroud, If
Culberson, ss _ .
Hendley, c _ _ _
Cox, c _ _ _
Deanhardt, lb _ .
Knoebel, rf
Cornwell, 3b ._
Crouch, 3b
Aukhtry, 2b
Ford, p _ _ _ _
a-McKay
1
Baker, p
_ .
b-Crocker
Joyce, p

.45
R
_4
_3
_2
_4
.3
_2
..5
.3
.3
.-2
_4
_0
0
1
1
0

18 20 11 27
M A PO
1 0 0 8
1 1 0 1
0 0 0 2
1 4 3 2
0 0 2 4
1 2 0 1
0 1 0 8
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 3 3 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

TOTALS
37 5 13 10 27
a—Struck out for Ford in 4th.
b—Struck out for Baker in 8th.
Mich. State- _ ..304 214 202—18
Clemson.
102 000 002— 5
E—Angley, Stroud, Hendley 2,
Deanhardt 2; RBI—Ronan, Kinney 3, Barta 4, Magi 2, CioK-:,
Bowers 3, Lawson, Culberson 2,
Hendley, Deanhardt, Crouch; 2BH
—Barta 2, Angley; 3BH—Culberson, Barta; HR—Kinney, Magi,
Culberson.
•

MAYFAIR GRILL

BLUE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR BANQUETS
Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

